With 70+ student chapters, IPhO members can build professional connections with other like-minded students from across the nation. Chapters host exclusive local events with experienced industry pharmacists, giving them invaluable career development opportunities.
“IPhO has strengthened my personal vision and professional ability, helping me build a successful career in the pharmaceutical industry. The opportunities IPhO has provided—such as student chapter involvement, attending various IPhO events to support networking with seasoned industry professionals, and providing a platform to build my own leadership skills—have allowed me to appreciate the role of a pharmacist in industry and the value we provide to this evolving landscape.”

Tanya Chaudhri, PharmD, RPh
Global Regulatory Affairs Post-Doctoral Fellow | UCB Pharma
Chief, National Fellows Council | IPhO
UPCOMING STUDENT EVENTS

• In-person networking events help you build professional connections and learn about latest industry trends.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

• View a comprehensive list of industry internships available on the Internship Catalog and easily apply.
• Get involved with IPhO through a virtual internship and play a key role in the development of important organization initiatives.

INDUSTRY CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

• Our Regulatory Compliance and Commercialization of Pharmaceuticals courses will give you the strong foundation of industry knowledge that prospective employers look for in their candidates.

MIDYEAR AND FELLOWSHIP PREPARATION

• Our Guide to Midyear contains need-to-know information, developed by fellows who went through the process not long ago.
• FellowMatch connects students with prospective fellowship sponsors through an easy-to-use application portal.
• Fellowship Central is your hub for the latest fellowship recruitment news and information.
• Connect with current fellows to get your fellowship questions answered.
• Our one-of-a-kind Fellowship Catalog lists active fellowships with direct links to program brochures and contact information.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

• Industry Pathfinder helps you discover your own personal professional action plan to help you break into industry – with or without a fellowship.
• Learn about all the most common industry pharmacist roles.
• Read stories from current industry pharmacists about how they landed a role without a fellowship.

STUDENT CHAPTERS

• Explore the list of 70+ schools that have an established IPhO chapter and get the resources you need to start your own.
360+ Fellowship Prep

- A complete package of resources to prepare for Midyear and the fellowship application cycle
- Includes two coaching sessions, fellowship guide, and a year of IPhO membership

One-on-one Coaching

- Choose from an impressive roster of experienced IPhO coaches
- Build your own personalized career action plan
- Participate in mock interviews with experienced fellows and industry pharmacists
- Discover your strengths and weaknesses
- Receive constructive feedback

Fellowship Guide

- This must-read eBook prepares you for every phase of your fellowship preparation: from planning early, to optimizing your CV, to navigating Midyear, to bouncing back if you don’t land a fellowship—and much more!

Leadership Opportunities

- Gain invaluable leadership experience as an IPhO National or Regional Student Officer
- Represent your school’s chapter as an Executive Board Officer
- Author scholarly publications
- Participate in the IPhO Virtual Internship

“IPhO proved to be immensely pivotal in my journey as a pharmacist when, as a student, I knew nothing about the pharmaceutical industry. At my local chapter, this organization provided a wealth of resources and guidance for pursuing a career in industry, and my involvement has continued to benefit me as I progressed into a fellowship. It has been a rewarding experience being able to mentor students, to collaborate with fellows and colleagues, and to learn from industry leaders across the country. I am extremely grateful for all the opportunities that IPhO has offered.”

Andy Szeto, PharmD
2nd Year Clinical Research and Drug Development Fellow
IPhO is your tried-and-true ticket to a career in industry. Becoming a member means joining a network of experienced industry professionals who know what it takes to succeed and will help you reach your full potential!

Take advantage of low student membership rates to gain full access to the latest in fellowship news and information, direct access to recruiters, a catalog of current fellowships, and so much more.

GET FULL MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $99! JOIN TODAY.

ANNUAL IPhO NATIONAL STUDENT MEETING
This can’t-miss event brings together hundreds of student pharmacists from across the country for a weekend of networking with industry fellowship program sponsors and employers, learning from seasoned industry pharmacists and fellows, and building the skills necessary to stand out at Midyear.

Visit industrypharmacist.org/NSM to learn more!